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Collins: Dean's Corner
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Dean’s Corner

2011

Focus on Solving a Leading
Teen Suicide Cause—Bullying
three times more likely to be bullied and up to
four times more likely to attempt suicide than
their peers.
In this issue of Colleagues, you will find
a series of articles that engage the topic of
bullying from multiple perspectives. Clearly
there are methods to change school climate that
will not only prevent bullying but improve the
learning environment. Regaining control of
student-run areas of school, supporting student
feedback and reporting, building a community
united by common values, and coordinating an
anti-bullying campaign are only a few of the
suggestions that can adjust school climate and
help prevent bullying.
Please join the COE community in taking
action against bullying. Here are some ways
to begin:
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B

ullying is a serious problem in our
schools. The 2009 National Youth Risk
Behavior Survey reported the following:

•
•
•

1 in 5 teens had been bullied in schools
8% were victims of cyber bullying
Females were more likely to be bullied
than males

Even more alarming were data from a study
by Yale University that found bully victims
are two to nine times more likely to consider
suicide than non-victims. Suicide is currently
the third highest cause of death for teenagers.
It should be noted that LGBT youth are two to

2.
3.

Raise awareness about bullying. There
are many websites dedicated to the
topic. One of my favorite sources is
www.tolerance.org/bullied.
Revisit the policies and practices in your
own school. If policies are available,
ensure that they are well implemented.
Speak to your local state legislator about
the importance of state-wide antibullying policies and campaigns.

By working together to prevent bullying, we
can create a safe environment for all children
in schools and promote a strong sense of
community as part of the learning process.
Elaine C. Collins, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Education

Letter From the Editor

A

nother academic year is over and
two issues are complete. Many have
volunteered their talents to contribute
to the collaborative effort that is Colleagues.
As always, we seek your talents and ideas to
make the magazine better. I welcome critiques
and thoughts on what you want. Email me at
pelonc@gvsu.edu and let me know your opinion.
This Fall expect a new look to the magazine
as we are doing a redesign. While we have
consistently won national awards with this
version, we want to bring you the highest
quality educational magazine possible.
We are also working to get Kindle and iPad

Colleagues

(epub format) versions that will be specifically
tailored to e-readers. Announcements on
this will be posted on our website www.
colleaugesplus.com.
Speaking of the website, we have more
active bloggers than ever. Jaymes Pyne, our
webmaster, has done a fantastic job increasing
the value of our web companion. If you have
not visited in a bit, take advantage of the
resources that expand every issue of Colleagues
we publish.
Clayton Pelon
Editor-in-Chief
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